The recent convergence outcomes of faster group iterative schemes from the Modified Successive Over-Relaxation (MSOR) family have initiated considerable The aim of this paper is to present four-point Modified Explicit group MSOR (MEGMSOR) method and to show that it is faster than the four-Point EDGMSOR and four-Point EGMSOR methods.
Introduction
PDEs provide an important instrument for solving numerous scientific problems, such as BVPs. Their historical development is sturdily connected to the solution of BVPs in potential theory and had a significance impact on the development such as time harmonic acoustic and electromagnetic fields, optical waveguide, acoustic wave scattering, noise reduction in silencer, water wave propagation, radar scattering and lightwave propagation problems (Yokota and Sugio, [10] ; Nabavi et al., [24] ; Kassim et al., [25] ). Thus, in this paper, numerical solutions for Helmholtz equations given in the form     , ,
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Here, we commence that the domain is the square unit. Assume that the grid spacing is 1 n h  Now, these approximation equations will be used to generate the corresponding systems of linear equations (SLE). In arrears to the large scale of linear systems, many studies on numerous iterative methods have been proposed to speed up the convergence rate in solving any SLE. The four-point EG method, for example, was developed for solving large linear system (Evans [2] ). Moreover, Akhir et. al., [12] , has also initiated four-Point EGMSOR method for solving large linear system. Apart from this approach, the discovery on the concept of the half-sweep iterative method has been inspired by Abdullah [1] via EDG method in solving elliptic equations. The main advantage of this concept is that the half-sweep approach includes the reduction technique in order to reduce the computational complexity of linear systems generated from corresponding approximation equations.
Based on this method Akhir et. al., [14] , formulated the four-Point EDGMSOR method where the latter was found to have better rate of convergence than the four-Point EGMSOR method. Following to this concept, Othman and Abdullah [9] have extended the basic idea of the concept to introduce the MEG method based on the quarter-sweep approach. They pointed out that this method is one of most efficient block iterative methods in solving any SLE as compared with EG and EDG methods. Due to the advantages of MEG method, the main purpose of this paper is to investigate the capability of MSOR method together with four-Point MEG method.
In this paper, we shall formulate the four-point MEGMSOR method to the solution of problem (1) and perform numerical experiments to compare the performance of the method with several existing four-Point group MSOR methods (EDGMSOR and EGMSOR). The rest of this paper organized as follows. An implementation of the formulation of the four point-MEGMSOR, four Point-EDGMSOR and four Point-EGMSOR approximation equations based on second order FD schemes is presented. Section 2 charted by the formulation of the tested iterative methods in Section 3. The computational complexity analysis will be shown in Section 4 to assert the performance of the proposed methods. Numerical results of the tested iterative methods and concluding remarks are summarized in Section 5 respectively. The four-point EGMSOR method was introduced by Akhir et al., [12] as the following:
Four Point-Block MSOR Method

Four Point-EGMSOR Method for Helmholtz Equation
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In this work, they performed numerical experiments on this scheme in solving problem (1) and compared it with the four Point-EGSOR and four Point-EGGS methods. The four Point-EGMSOR method was shown to have a greater convergence rate than the standard four Point-Block methods (EGSOR and EGGS) due to the acceleration parameters of this group method. The four-point EDGMSOR method was introduced by Akhir et al., [14] as the following:
Four Point-EDGMSOR Method for Helmholtz Equation
where   , ,
In this work, they implemented numerical experiments on this scheme in solving problem (1) and compared it with the four Point-EDG Successive Overelaxation (EDGSOR) and four Point-EDG Gauss Seidel (EGGS) methods. The four Point-EDGMSOR method was shown to have a lesser iteration than the standard four Point-Block methods (EDGSOR and EDGGS) due to the acceleration parameters of this group method. From Fig. 3 , take any group of four points in the solution domain which can be solved using Eq. (3) and this will leads to (4x4) linear system. This method can be generally expressed as , ,
Four Point-MEGMSOR Method for Helmholtz Equation
, ,
Now, this system in Eq. (8) can be rewritten by multiplying the inverse of the coefficient matrix. As a result, the general scheme for the four point-MEG method (Akhir et. al., [19] ) can be easily defined as
Then by implement MSOR method (Young [5] ; Kincaid and Young [6] ; Ehrlich [11] ; De Vogelaere [26] ) into Eq. (9), the formulation of the four Point-MEGMSOR method can be easily defined as: 
Eq. (10) allows us to iterate through quarter of the points, lying on the 2h-grid. Again, it can be observed that Eq. (10) involves points of type and . Therefore, the iteration can be carried out autonomously involving only this type of point. Hence, we may now define the four Point-MEGMSOR method algorithm as,
Step 1. The solution domain must be labeled for the four types of points (i.e, , , and ), as shown in Fig. 3 .
Step 2. The iterations (using Eq. (10)) implemented on the red point first using the relaxation parameter r  .
Step 3. After the red points sweep are completed, the iterations are done on the black points using the relaxation parameter b  .
Step 4. Check the convergence. If converge go to Step 5, otherwise repeat the iteration cycle, (i.e
Step 2). Step 5. Evaluate the solutions at the remaining points according to the following sequence (see also [4, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23] ). 
Step 6. Display approximate solutions
Numerical Results
In this section, we epitomize four numerical examples to clarify the effectiveness of the methods prescribed in previous section. The algorithms were tested on the following model problems: Problem 1 (Non-Homogeneous; Evans 
Computational Complexity Analysis of Four Point-block MSOR Methods for Helmholtz Equation
In this section, we shall present an analysis on the total computing costs for the methods investigated. As discussed in previous section, we shall estimate the computational complexity in terms of arithmetic operations performed per iteration. Since four points are placed as one group, there are   
EGMSOR Method for Helmholtz Equation
Based on Akhir et al., [12, 20] , the four Point-EGMSOR method involves 25 (ADD/SUB) and 45 (MULT/DIV) operations process per iteration. Next, by careful observation of the blocks of two points inside the solution domain near the right and top boundaries (Fig 1) , we can deduce that the number of blocks which contain two points by using Eq. (2). Therefore, the blocks of two points formula involves 10 (ADD/SUB) and 11 (MULT/DIV) operations process per iteration. Lastly, it can be counted, that for one ungrouped points, this process involves 5 (ADD/SUB) and 5 (MULT/DIV) operations process per iteration as in Eq. (2).
EDGMSOR Method for Helmholtz Equation
Based on Akhir et al., [14, 20] , the four Point-EDGMSOR method involves 12 (ADD/SUB) and 15 (MULT/DIV) operations process per iteration. Recall that for the EDGMSOR method, the iterations will be carried out on 2 2 m mesh point respectively. Thus, additional 5 (ADD/SUB) and 5 (MULT/DIV) operations are involved to calculate a mesh point for the remaining points after convergence using Eq. (2).
MEGMSOR Method for Helmholtz Equation
Based on Algorithm in section 2.3 and Akhir et al., [20] , the four Point-MEGMSOR method involves 25 (ADD/SUB) and 45 (MULT/DIV) operations process per iteration. Afterward, by careful examination of the blocks of two points inside the solution domain near the right and top boundaries, we can deduce that the number of blocks which contain two points by using Eq. (3). Thus, the blocks of two points formula involves 10 (ADD/SUB) and 11 (MULT/DIV) operations process per iteration. Last but not least, it can be calculated, that for one ungrouped points, this process involves 5 (ADD/SUB) and 5 (MULT/DIV) operations process per iteration as in Eq. (2) . Assume that the execution times for the addition, multiplication and division are roughly the same. Hence, the total arithmetic operations involved in the iteration and direct solution after convergence for the three block MSOR methods are summarized in Table 5 . Table 5 The total computing costs for the three block MSOR iterative methods. 
Discussions of Results
From the number of iterations and timing obtained, it can be seen that among three block MSOR iterative methods presented; the four Point-MEGMSOR method requires the least time for all n compared the four Point-EDGMSOR and four Point-EGMSOR methods. This is due to its lower computational complexity, which is reflected by the number of iterations and experimental timing results obtained in Tables 1-4 . Numerically it is shown that the four Point-MEGMSOR method has the least computational effort compared to the other two block MSOR methods (EDGMSOR and EGMSOR) which is agreement with theoretical complexity analysis. It is also observed that accuracy of the proposed method is maintained as good as the four Point-EDGMSOR and four Point-EGMSOR methods through the domain grid size for the iterative solution is doubled (2h-grid). It is also observed that the accuracies of the four Point-MEGMSOR methods are as good as the EDGMSOR and EGMSOR methods but they require lesser number of iterations and computing timing to achieve the result. For example, the number of iterations of four Point-MEGMSOR is only about 16-26%, 31-52%, 22-31% and 22-39% besides 34-45%, 38-62%, 46-52% and 43-70% of those of the four Point-EDGMSOR and four Point-EGMSOR methods in Problems 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. Over again, the execution times of four Point-MEGMSOR are much faster approximately 18-27%, 23-44%, 15-21% and 22-39% as well 54-66%, 62-72%, 64-73% and 63-84% of those of the four Point-EDGMSOR and four Point-EGMSOR methods in Problems 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. In conclusion, the developed four Point-MEGMSOR is able to show substantial reduction in the number of iterations, execution times and computational effort compared to the other two group MSOR methods.
